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The Wings of Fire saga continues with a thrilling underwater adventure--and a mystery that will

change everything!The lost heir to the SeaWing throne is going home at last.She can't believe it's

finally happening. Tsunami and her fellow dragonets of destiny are journeying under the water to the

great SeaWing Kingdom. Stolen as an egg from the royal hatchery, Tsunami is eager to meet her

future subjects and reunite with her mother, Queen Coral.But Tsunami's triumphant return doesn't

go quite the way she imagined. Queen Coral welcomes her with open wings, but a mysterious

assassin has been killing off the queen's heirs for years, and Tsunami may be the next target. The

dragonets came to the SeaWings for protection, but this ocean hides secrets, betrayal--and perhaps

even death.
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Gr 4-7-The dragonets set out to find the hidden underwater SeaWing kingdom and Queen Coral,

Tsunami's mother, in this exciting sequel to The Dragonet Prophecy (Scholastic, 2012). When they

arrive, Coral is thrilled to see the daughter who was stolen from her as an egg, but things don't go

exactly as planned. Tsunami had always assumed she was the sole heir to the SeaWing throne, but

a surprise younger sister leaves her confused about her future role, and Queen Coral's distrust of

the other dragonets causes them to be imprisoned yet again. Having read the first book in the series



will help youngsters understand the motivations behind the characters' choices, but isn't strictly

necessary to enjoy the nonstop action. Tensions mount as someone continues to kill Coral's

unhatched female dragonets, and Tsunami herself is attacked. The dragonets become more and

more endearing as the series progresses, and the adults more sinister. Moments of danger and

brutality are tempered with comic relief, making this a perfect adventure for young fantasy fans to

sink their teeth into.-Mandy Laferriere, Fowler Middle School, Frisco, TXÃŽÂ±(c) Copyright 2013.

Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted.

--This text refers to the Hardcover edition.

The Dragonets of Destiny, having escaped their prison in the kingdom of the Skywings, seek out the

ocean kingdom of the Seawings. Tsunami, the Seawing princess stolen as an unhatched egg by the

Talons of Peace, is expecting a rapturous reunion with her mother, Queen Coral. Though Tsunami

is welcomed by the queen, she realizes that finding the kingdom and returning home are two

different things. Having set the scene in The Dragonet Prophecy (2012), Sutherland spends more

time on character development here, with the bulk of the book focusing on TsunamiÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

story. With only a few pieces falling into place, there are still intrigues to uncover and kingdoms to

visit in upcoming volumes. Grades 4-7, --Kara Dean --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.

I loved this book! It was good and a fun way to ENJOY reading. It may not have been the best book

that I have read, but it's a close second. I love these books and I'm hoping I get the rest. I read

through book 1 and 2 in 4 days. If you want a sum on characters here. Tsunami: Seawing,

troublemaker, independent, and likes to fight. Clay: Mudwing, calm, big for age, brotherly substance

for dragons, and loving. Starflight: Secretive, silent, Nightwing, no powers, and annoying. Sunny:

Happy, Sandwing, optimistic, and not dangerous. Glory: Rainwing, highly dangerous, sarcastic, and

colorful. These are great books and I recommend them to people who liked warriors, survivors, and

seekers. Tui t. Sutherland was part of the Erin Hunter team when they wrote seekers. Please read

that these books are about dragons, and some love May be included. I would recommend this to

children 9-14 And adults.

I bought this and another book in the series for my granddaughter who loves this series for a gift. I

know she will love them.

I would give this book unlimited stars because it is so good. I spent all night reading it. I love this



series so much. Everyone should read it. I love dragon books, especially this series. READ this

series. I promise you will love it.I

Great series for any age. I have really enjoyed these books.

I didn't read the book, but my eleven year old daughter devoured it in a single day and was

engrossed in the story.... which says a lot for her. She's stopped reading other popular books/series

as she has a hard time holding interest in them. (yes, she's somewhat A.D.D.). She's looking

forward to the next books in the series, and I'm happy that she's reading!

Its not a bad sires, but how come kestrel has to be such a bad parent! I mean Webs is really nice

but besides that i LOVE the books!, keep it up!

Great book. Fast mailing

My 8 year old loves this series
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